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Going Global 
with 

Traditional Quantitative Models 

- John DeTo.re, Wellington Management Company. 

Investment analysts have long applied the traditional Dividend Discount Model 
(DDM) to provide a reasonable measure of what any particular investment issue 
should be worth. Since this approach to investment analysis demands caution and 
good judgement when applied to domestic issues, it is not surprising that using this 
approach in cross-country situations requires even more consideration of a number 
of points of special interest, of which the following are examples. 

One major source of concern is the variation in accounting standards from one 
country to another. Before useful comparisons can be made between companies 
with similar characteristics but from different countries, the financial data which is 
being compared must be restated in terms of some common standard. 

Another area of concern is the question of what should be considered strong signs 
of economic growth in different countries. For example, to determine meaningful 
growth rates to be used in the DDM, one must understand how economic factors 
are related among the various economies covered by the model. 

Also important, of course, is a valid comparison of factors that figure into a 
realistic determination of the discount rate to be used in DDM calculations. At all 
stages of risk determination - the risk free rate, the market risk premium, and the 
company specific risk premium, one must attempt to take into account differences 
between countries in factors such as government bond yields, market volatility -
historical and present, and estimates of EPS and growth, as well as economic and 
political risk, taxes and market preferences. 

When such differences are taken into account, many factors critical to investment 
decision making can be influenced substantially. In the case of a German 
multinational chemical company, for example, both P/E and Price/Book ratios 
were adjusted by more than 30%, while in the example of Japanese electronic 
companies, the U.S. GAAP adjustment amounted to a factor of 85.5(!) for P/E 
and 2.4 times for Price/ Book. 
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Quantitative Research Seminar 
February 7, 1992 

Going Global With Traditi9nal Quantitative Models 

John DeTore, CFA 

Wellington Management Company 

A "Traditional Quantitative" Model 
The Dividend Discount Model 

• Overall use of a Dividend Discount Model (DDM): 
- Determine longer term "Fair Value" 

• Works best when combined with momentum or timing models 

~ Just ask Melissa Brown! 
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Subject of Talk: 
Can You Build a DDM That Compares Companies Globally? 

• Get key problems of Global DDM out on the table 

• Discuss implications 
.. 

• Suggest solutions 

• Audience comments 

Properties of Wellington's DDM 

Transition Growth 
Steady State Growth 

Start with Earnings Power 
Times Payout Assumption ) 

Fair Price 

__ .._.__.___.__.__._....,__.__...._...._ ......... ~~~_.__._....,__.__~...._~~.._.. 

- Years into Future . 

Inputs Needed: 
Earnings Power Assumption 
Growth Rate Assumption 
Steady-State Growth 
Discount Rate • 

Discount Back to Present 
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Issues With Globalization of DDM 

Domestic Additional Global Considerations 

Normal.~mings Power • "Du Pont" type analysis • Must restate EPS, other 
• Cyclical models finarrcials 
• Revert to in'dustry norm 

Growth of Earnings • Historical data • Ag~in, restatement important 
• Internal growth 
• Macro factors 

Terminal Growth • Function of economy • Function of local economy 

Discount Rate: 
• Risk free rate • Government Bond Yield • Interpolation, estimation if yield 

curve incomplete 

• Market risk premium • Function of volatilities, • Function of economic and 
uncertainty political risk, taxes and, market 

preferences 
• Company risk premium • Function of balance sheet, 

confidence in normal EPS & 
growth eslimales 

Accounting: 
Substantial Work is Needed to Restate Data 

• Restatement more important in some countries than in others. 

Investor Based 

Australia 
Canada 
U.S. 

. U.K. 

Tax Based-Transition 

Germany 
Japan 

Tnx Bnsed 

France 
Italy 
Sweden 
Switzerland 

• Restatement can be done manually, company-by-company. Cost can 
be high. · 

• Acceptable r~sults may be achieved through quantitative means. 

C: 
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Major Accounting Differences Among Major Countries 

Reevaluation Deferred 
Of Fixed Discretionary Accelerated Income 

Country Assets? Reserves? Depreciation? Taxes? 

Australia Yes No No Yes 
Canada Yes No No Yes 
United States No No No Yes 
United Kingdom Yes No No Yes 

Germany Yes Yes Yes No 
Japan No No Yes No 

France Yes Yes No Yes 
Italy Yes Yes No No 
Sweden Yes Yes Yes No 
Switzerland Yes Yes No No 

Source: CIFAR 

Illustration of Accounting Restatement 
A German Multinational Chemical Company 

Operating Income 
Reported + Add Back Excess Depreciation 
3,551 + 2,392 

Shareholders' Equity 

Adjusted 
5,943 

. • Add back cumulative effect of excess depreciation after tax 
• Add back special non-equity reserves 
Reported + Restated Items 
15,545. + 7,389 

Price/Earnings Ratio 
Will reduce from 7.2 to 4.7 

Price/Book Ratio 
Will reduce from 0.9 to 0.6 

-Source: CIFAR 
FY 1990 in millions of OM 

Adjusted 
22,934 

Valuation of 
Long-Tenn 
Investments 
20% - 50% ow_rJed 

Equity Method 
Equity Method 
Equity Methcid 
Equity Method 

Cost 
Cost/Equity 

Equity Method 
Cost/Equity 
Cost/Equity 
Cost/Equity 

-35% 

-32% 
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Net Income for Selected Swedish Companies 

Net Income (in millions of Swedish Kronor) 

Swedish Companies 

Atlas Copco AB 
Electrolux-AB 
Ericsson (LM) Telefon AB 
SKF AB 
Sandvik Group 
Volvo AB 

Source: Published Financial Statements 
FY 1990 

Taxes Affect the Discount Rate 

Swedish GAAP US GAAP 

698 686 
741 821 

3,450 3,378 

1,014 894 
2,380 2,426 

-1,020 -23 

• In some markets, dividends and interest are taxed differently. 

% Change 

-2 

+11 
-2 

-12 
+2 

NM 

• Bond yields, as a starting point for calculating discount rate, need an 
adjustment to "equity tax" basis. 

Example: local bond yields are taxed, but dividends and capital gains are 
not. Effective risk free rate for equilies is less than bond yields. 

Caveats: Who is marginal investor? How to handle capital gains? 
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Calculation of Total Return and the Role of Currencies 

Total investment return prediction has three components: 

• Capital appreciation (forecast is e_i:ror prone) 

• Income (forecast is more certain) 

• Currency (accuracy depends on whether you are hedged) 

Can't add these directly- must adjust for certainty 

Tougher Questions 

What about different local market preferences? 
• At minimum, this affects the discount rate for each country 
• Lack of historical data of consistent quality 
• But world is changing 

Shouldn't we pick country, then stock? 
• Conventional wisdom 
• Carne about because models were too simple 
• Many "country timing" model variables incorporated here, anyway 
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Conclusions 
Problem Areas for Building a Global DDM 

• Restatement of financial data 

• Estimation of risk free rate if local yield curve incomplete 

• Economic/political risk 

• Taxes 

• Currency 

• Inability to make good conclusions about local market preferences 

Comparison of Financial Data 
For Selected Japanese Electronics Companies 

Accumulated deprecation/ gross depreciable assets 

Effective tax rate 

Operation margin 

Cumulative Foreign currency adjustments to shareholders' equity 

Return on assets 

Return on equity 

Price/ earnings 

Price/book value 

Fiscal Year 1990 
Japanese G/\AP* 

59.9% 

54.87% 

5.87% 

-0.72% 

2.84% 

6.82% 

107.28 times 

2.8 times 

•Average of 15 Japanese electronics companies' financial statements prepared under Japanese accounting standards 
.. Average of 16 Japanese electronics companies' financial statements prcparc'<l under U.S. accounting standards 

Source: CIFAR 

U.S. GAAP 
Adjllslment 

60.8% 

56.17% 

9.58% 

-1.09% 

3.93% 

9.28% 

85.50 times 

2.39 times 
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